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ABSTRACT 

A technical overview of experimental methods using high explosive techniques for conducting 
hyperveloclty impact studies is presented. The explosive techniques use the explosive detonation 
fronts as means of accelerating the projectile, or as means of compressing a light gas which is 
then used to launch the projectile. 

The explosive launchers are in six subdivisions: high explosive pellet accelerators, flyer plate 
accelerators, shaped charges, exploslve-formed projectiles, fragment and microparticle 
accelerators, and explosive gas guns. Each one of the subdivisions presents the various 
techniques, their advantages and disadvantages, the range of mass and velocity capable of being 
accelerated, and whether the technique can be scaled for larger or smaller masses. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper is to review the various experimental methods which use explosive 
techniques for conducting hypervelocity impact. These techniques play an important role in 
advancing our knowledge of penetration mechanics. This  f ield is s t i l l  largely empirical, and 
ful ly comprehensive theories are yet to be developed; the limits of experimental techniques mark 
the boundaries of our understanding. A brief review of some of the historical developments wi l l  
help place the explosive launchers in perspective. 

At the end of the 19th Century and beginning of the 20th Century, investigation in Europe, 
primarily Germany, and the U.K. (Munroe, 1888; Patents, 1910), showed that significant 
penetrations into steel blocks could be achieved by using an explosive block with a hollow 
cavity. The depth of the crater was increased by displacing the hollow charge some optimal 
distance from the target, thereby optimizing the focus of the explosive gases (detonation 
products). By lining the hollow cavity with a metal, i t  was observed that the penetration 
increased substantially over the hollow design. 

Lined-cavity shaped charge research accelerated tremendously between 1935 and 1950 due primarily 
to World War I f .  Franz Rudolf Thomanek and Henry Hans Mohaupt (Thomanek, 1959; Mohaupt, 1947) 
perfected this concept and developed the f i rs t  effective lined-cavity shaped-charge. By 1955, 
these llned-cavity shaped-charges were capable of accelerating long Jets with tip velocities up to 
8 km/sec. These jets have an inherent velocity gradient from tlp to origin, causing the Jet to 
break up into distinct particles as the travel distance increases. 

In the Ig60's, a surprisingly large gain in projectile velocity was achieved as a result of a 
vigorous effort to make the study of hyperveloclty impact phenomena in the laboratory a real i ty. 
This was primarily because of the interest to protect space vehicles against meteoroids and to 
create weapons capable of defeating thick armors. During this time, variations to the hollow 
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charge designs were developed to launch discrete projecti les up to 16.5 km/sec (Kronman, 1962; 
Wenzel, 1965a, 1965b). Most recently, the U.S. Strategic Defense In i t ia t i ve  (SDI) and the U.S. 
space program has focused on hypervelocity impact due to the speeds associated with satel l i tes and 
missiles as well as space debris and meteoroid hazards. Many of the explosive projection 
techniques developed in the 60's are being looked at again. 

The current interest is to apply the explosive launchers: laboratory tools to evaluate new 
materials and structures subjected to hypervelocity impacts; to determine equation of state of 
various materials; to use them as micrometeoroid, meteoroid or space debris simulators; to 
determine i f  explosive energies can be used in combination with other launchers to achieve higher 
velocit ies; and to develop them as warheads for intercept devices. 

This overview examines the explosive launcher under six subdivisions: high explosive 
accelerators, f lyer plate accelerators, shaped charges, explosive-formed project i les,  fragment and 
microparticle accelerators, and explosive gas guns. 

Techniques such as exploding wire guns or exploding fo i l  guns w i l l  not be discussed because these 
methods are considered to depend more on rapid vaporization of the wire or l o l l  as the means for 
acceleration and not on the reaction of chemical explosives. Also, the use of high explosives to 
generate plasmas or act as the driver to generate electromagnetic f ie lds or as augmenters to 
powder and llght-gas guns w i l l  not be discussed. 

Each of the subdivisions w i l l  discuss the various techniques developed, their advantages and 
disadvantages, the range of mass and velocity capable of being accelerated, and whether the 
technique can be scaled For larger or smaller masses. 

High Explosive Pellet Accelerators 

Pellet accelerators consist of a project i le  ( i . e . ,  sphere, cyl indrical pel le t ,  or a plate) placed 
in direct contact with an explosive charge. The pel let  is either laid on the surface or eB~edded 
in the surface of a high explosive charge (Poulter, 1957 and Will ing, 1957), as shown in Fig. 1. 
The impulse delivered by the blast load imparts a velocity to the pro ject i le .  

These accelerators are dependent upon the 
explosive properties and the rat io of pel le t  
mass to explosive mass per unit area. This 
la t ter  rat io is known as the mass-to-charge 
rat io (M/C). I f  the pel let  mass is kept 
constant, i ts velocity increases nearly l inear ly 
with a decrease in the M/C rat io,  and then 
approaches a constant value as M/C becomes 
smaller. This asymptotic value corresponds to 
the detonation front having reached detonation 
velocity. 

Pellet masses ranging from 0.15 to 8.86 gm at 
velocit ies of approximately 2 to 5.5 km/sec have 
been reported with the pel let and a i r  cavity 
techniques (Clark, 1960 and Kineke, 1960). 

Projecti le damage can occur with these methods 

Pellet 

a. Launcher for b. Pellet c. Plate d. Air Cavity 
Spherical Launcher Launcher Launcher 
Project  t le  

Fig. I. Pellet and plate accelerators. 

because of the shocks propagated through the 
pro ject i le .  Damage can be reduced by embedding the project i le in the exploslve or by having inert 
material between the project i le  and the explosive charge. Finally, I t  should be noted that the 
above accelerators can be scaled to provide capabil i t ies for launching pellets and plates weighing 

From 10 -5 kg up to 34 kg (Garza, 1982). 

The main advantage of this technique is that i t  is re lat ively inexpensive for launchlng spherical, 
cube, and plate type project i les for a wide range of masses and velocit ies. I t  can also be used 
to project simultaneously more than one project i le .  The disadvantage is that i t  is l imited to the 
three mentioned project i le  geoB~tries. Also, the distance between the launcher and the target 
must be short in order to insure normal i,~oacts of the cube and plate project i les. This restr ic ts 
the type of targets .one can use to those materials or structures which are not affected by the 
blast or non-recoverable targets. For testing f ragi le targets, the use of a blast deflector is a 
must. 
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Flyer Plate Accelerators 

Flyer plates operate on the same principle as the high explosive pellet accelerators. The plate 
to be accelerated Is placed in contact with the explosive. The explosive Is then ini t iated along 
one edge with a llne wave generator. A l lne wave generator Is an explosive device designed to 
create a plane line wave through the explosive onto the surface of the plate to be accelerated. 
As the detonation front progresses In a straight line down the explosive, the plate to be 
accelerated Is folded of f ,  eventually reaching a f la t  configuration when the entire explosive has 
detonated. Due to edge effects, the plate wl l l  not be perfectly f l a t ,  but a large central area of 
the plate is suff iciently f la t  to permit the gathering of useful data. Thls technique is 
i l lustrated in Flg. 2. 

~ Projected Aluminum 
Plate 

Explosive Block ~ ~ 
Plate Acceleration Technique 

- O e t o n i t o r  

/ / -  Line w,,, ~n*r*tor 
/ /  / -  Plate Stltlonlry Xollow -7 

1 / /  so~ P.j.ct,,. / 

Fo|dtng Off Of Ace. re t i r ing  Plate 

Fig 2. Flyer plate accelerator (Kreyenhagen, 1963). 

Flat plates have been accelerated by investigators for the purpose of introducing strong, planar 
shock waves in various materials to determine dyn~Ic compresslbllltles {i.e., Hugonlot equations- 
of-state). The technique has its theoretical background In the Gurney approximation (Welters, 
1986). The lurney approximation establishes the relationship between the mass of the flyer plate 
and the explosive weight needed to accelerate the plate. Velocities up to 3.5 km/sec have been 
reported (Kreyenhagen, 1963). Damage to the plate is observed in flight with flash radiographs 
subsequent to impact. 

Reverse b a l l i s t i c  techniques have been adapted for penetration mechanics studies by suspending 
stationary project i les in the path of the f lytng plate. Thts technique ts useful where the 
pro ject i le  matertal is too f ragt le ,  d i f f i c u l t  or Impractical to launch using guns or other 
explosive techniques. For example, I t  has been possible to examine the impact effects on very 
thtn metal sheets or fo t l s ,  long rods, washers, project i les consisting of bare high explosives, 
and large project i les of any type. 

When used as a "reverse ba l l i s t i cs"  technique, the l imi ta t ion of pro ject i le  mass is dependent on 
the purpose of the experiment and the type and mass of f l yer  plate of interest.  The mass of the 
f l yer  plate ts controlled by the M/C ra t io .  To achieve veloci t ies ranging from I km/sec to 3.5 
km/sec mass rat ios ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 are needed (Waiters, 1986). 

Impact veloci t ies up to 8 km/sec have been obtained (Kreyenhagen, 1963) by a modification of the 
technique in which the f lyer  plate ts projected towards another pro ject i le  launched from another 
accelerator, such as a gas gun or explosive cavity charge. 

Shaped Charge Accelerators 

One of the most commonly used explosive projectors ts the shaped charge. The shaped charge is 
generally a contcal metal l tner around which a cyl indr ical  explosive charge ts cast or pressed as 
I l lust rated in Fig. 3. Detonation ts in i t ia ted  at the end near the core apex. As the detonation 
wave progresses down the charge, i t  exerts pressure on the l iner ,  collapsing i t  to form a high 
speed Jet and a slower slug of the l iner  material. With the contcal l tner design, the Jet f l i es  
out as a p las t ica l l y  deforming stem of metal. Because of the contcal geometry of the l tner and 
the path of l tner collapse, the Jet has an inherent veloctty gradient from the t tp of the Jet to 
the slug; thus, the Jet stretches as i t  f l i es  and breaks up into Individual project i les as 
I l lust rated tn Ftg. 4. Maxtmum penetration into targets is obtained by plactng the target at an 
optimum standoff distance from the shaped charge in order to minimize the effect of Jet breakup 
due to the veloctty gradient. 
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Fig. 4. Radiograph series showing jet  breakup from normal shaped charge 
(courtesy of Los Alamos National Laboratory). 

The theory of je t  formation by shaped charges has been described extensively (see Btrkhoff,  
1948). In essence, the theory visualizes the l iner  being collapsed upon I t se l f  by the pressure of 
the detonation products. Since the pressure is applied progressively, rather than 
instantaneously, to various parts of the l tner,  the l iner  collapses upon the axis at an 
angle 8 greater than i t s  tn t t t a l  angle a as f l lus t ra ted in Ftg. 5. Taylor (Blrkhoff ,  1948) 
derived, from steady-state hydrodynamics pr inciples,  the relat ion between the veloc i ty  with which 
each element approaches the axis and the direction i t  travels. I f  i t  is assumed that the 
detonation velocity, V D, is constant and that the velocity, v o, Is the same for a l l  elements, then 
the phenomenon wi l l  appear to be a simple steady-state case as viewed from an inert ia l  coordinate 
system whose origin is fixed as the Junction of the walls collapsing on opposite sides of the axis 
of symmetry. 

Following the arguments presented by Blrkhoff, one obtains from the conservation laws and the 
principles of streamline flow the equations that represent the steady-state theory: 

Vj : V D slnoos(B Q- a) {eso 6 + COt 6 + tan ½ (6 - a)} (I) 

m (1-aos 6) (2) 
mj = 2 

where Vj is the velocity of the Jet, mj Is the mass of the jet and m is the total mass of the 
l iner. For cylinders (a = O) Eq. (I) reduces to 

Vj = 2 VD/oos S (3) 
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and jet velocity approaches a maximum as a o O. However, as ~ - O, B - 0 and mj o 0 and Eq. (3) 
becomes 

Vj = 2 V D (4) 

and Eq. (4) states that the jet  veloci ty cannot exceed twice the detonation ve loc i ty .  This 
theoretical description does not consider the detai ls  of engineering design such as the use of 
explosives, wave shaping, and metallurgical considerations regarding the properties of the metal 
l iners.  Therefore, in order to design shaped charges that w t l l  launch fragments of various 
masses, densit ies, and shapes at veloci t ies greater than the standard conical copper l i ne r  
designs, t t t s  necessary to understand the physical phenomena which take place in the shaped 
charge, taking tnto consideration explosive properties such as detonation ve loc i ty ,  pressures, 
geometrical configurations and the metallurgical properties of the l iner material. 

Over the years, investigators (Kronman, 1962, 1963; Wenzel, 1965; Berus, 1968; Kreyenhagen, 1963; 
and others) have systematically explored the effects of each of the shaped charge parameters, 
i .e. ,  cone angles, l iner properties, explosive properties, methods of manufacture, etc. 
Explosives such as Composition B, Octol, HMX9404, ERS-9, KEL-F, LX-IO, and PBX-9010 are used 
because of their hlgh detonation velocities, ranging between 7 to g km/sec. Numerous l iner 
materials have been tested, including the heavy metals, beryllium, nickel, copper, brass, 
aluminum, steel, lead, iron, calcium, magnesium, berylllum-aluminum alloys, hlgh purity single 
crystal grown precision liners, bl-metalllc, etc. Cone angles from 0 ° (cylindrical) to 90 ° have 
been tested, forming hlgh speed Jets. 

Various l iner geometries have been tested departing from the standard conical designs. Geometries 
such as bl-conlcal, hyperbolic fluted, hemispherical, pyramidal, etc., as well as bi-exploslve 
designs, wave-shapers and tandem charges have been used successfully. Velocities up to 16.5 
km/sec have been achieved using a beryllium cylindrical l iner combined with an HMXg404 explosive. 
Single particle Jets of L/D ranging from I to 13 and masses ranging from 0.15 to 0.2 gm were 
achieved wlth thls design as shown In Fig. 6 (Wenzel and Gehrlng, 1965). 

To obtain single pellets from shaped charge accelerators using l iner geometries other than 
cylindrical, inhibited charge designs are used (Wenzel, 1965 and Woodall, 1970). One of the 
inhibited shaped charge designs is shown in Fig. 7. 

An "inhibitor ring" can be inserted at the base of the l iner to control the collapse of the l iner 
such that only the front portion of the jet is formed. The length of the leading pellet Is 
controlled by varying the height of the inhibitor. The seml-clrcular increment of explosive, 
located at the base of the main charge, Is used to deflect latter portions of the Jet or slug 
material. The slug, whose velocity Is 1 to 2.5 km/sec, can also be deflected by manufacturing an 
explosive deficiency around one-half of the base of the metallic l iner (Pack, 1965). 

~ " ~ ' ~ i ~  
ExDlostve 
Charge 

Beryl I i um Pel let Meta]]ic Liner 

M = 0.15 gm 
V = 16.5 km/sec 

Fig. 6. Radiograph of a beryllium cylindrical 
l iner (genzel and Gehring, 1965). 
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l 

--Explosive Booster 
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Deflector 

Charge 

Fig. 7. Inhibited shaped-charge design 
(Wenze], 1965). 
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Another technique used to deflect the slug is to recess the l iner into the explosive charge 
allowing an exploslve doughnut to overhang in front of the metallic l iner. The jet is allowed to 
pass through a hole in a blast deflector designed to absorb the impacts of the deflected slug. 

The velocity of the inhibited jet projectiles can be controlled over an appreciable range by 
varying the l iner cone angle and explosive material. Pellet velocities measured for different 
aluminum cone angles using this design are given in Fig. 8. Figure g shows typical single pellet 
projectiles formed by the inhibited shaped charge design. 

50 ~ 4  

4 0 ~  

$ 2o - 
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I I I 

0 (Wenzel, 1965) 

Aluminum Pellet 
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v = 9.5 km/sec 

Aluminum Pellet 
25 ° Cone 

v = 10.5 km/sec 

6 9 12 Steel Pellet 
Velocity (kin/see) ~ 16 ° Cone 

v = 10.7 km/sec 

Fig. 8. Pellet velocity versus cone angle 
for conical l iner (Wenzel, 1965). Fig. 9. Radiographs of inhibited shape-charge 

jets (Wenzel, 1965 and Merendino, 1963). 

Another design to generate single pellets was investigated by Wooda11 and Berus in 1970 (Woodall, 
1970). Their work concentrated primarily in developing a one-gram alumlnum pellet at velocitles 
up to 15 km/sec. Velocities up to 10.7 km/sec were achieved using a 40 ° hyperbolic inhibited 
shaped charge design, incorporating a slug and debris trap, with an inhibitor for controlling the 
length-to-diameter rat io (L/D) of the pel let .  This design did not achieve the intended goal of 15 
km/sec. 

The hyperbolic design is I l lustrated in Fig. 10. Note that the hyperbolic l iner has a conical 
exterior and the inside surface is a hyperboloid. This is done to maintain a constant cross- 
sectional area relat ive to the explosive necessary to generate integral pellets. Similarly, the 
explosive charge loaded around the l iner had to be a hyperboloid to maintain a constant cross- 
sectional area. The slug and debris trap isolates the slug and other low velocity Jet material by 
collapsing an auxi l iary shaped charge l iner around the slug and debris material, thus stopping and 
propelling this debris in the direction opposite the pel let.  

To control the L/D, a composite l iner inhibi tor  was shown to be an effective method. However, 
external skirt ing of the l iner was also found to be satisfactory. The composite l lner consisted 
of introducing a discontinuity into the l lner material by cementing a material such as Loctlte 307 
at a desired position in the l iner,  thereby controll lng the length of the pel let formed. The 
skirted l iner baslcally consists of machining the 11ner such that addltional materlal is le f t  at 
the end of the l lner as shown in Fig. 11. Also, during their studies, i t  was found that employing 
large-angle liners can produce cohesive Jets, and, for the f i r s t  time, cohesive nickel and iron 
jet material was observed at velocltles approximately 12 km/sec. To achieve higher velocitles, 
these investigators combined a go °, 0.030 in. wall thickness hyperbolic aluminum l iner with a bi- 
exploslve to produce a pellet at approximately 15 km/sec. 

The bl-exploslve design is i11ustrated in Fig. 12. This design depends on the use of two 
exploslves with different detonation rates and an inert wave shaper (detonation barrier). This 
combination produces a converging conlcal detonation wave, causing the effective detonation rate 
to increase and be constant as I t  sweeps the l iner.  
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Fig. 10. 40 ° hyperbolic inhibited shaped 
charge (Berus, 1968). 

Fig. 11. Radiographs of a 30 ° , 9.8 mmwall 
thickness, 1100-0 aluminum, hyperbolic 

skirted inhibited jet-pellet (Berus, 1968). 

In general, for most shaped charge deslgns, the 
projectile mass, shape, and veloclty can be 
changed by varying the exploslve effective 
detonation velocity, 11ner materlal properties, 
11ner dimensions, and 11ner angles; by changing 
inhibitor heights; recessing the l iner In the 
exploslve; and using a slug and debris traps. A 
shaped charge can be scaled up and down, and i ts  
limitations are prlmarlly In the minimum and 
maximum thicknesses of the 11ner to produce 
useful Jets. The 11mlts of 11her thickness wi l l  
also vary wlth 11ner materlal properties. 
Optimum standoff distances need to be determined 
for each design to maximize penetration and 
minimize the deleterlous effects of Jet breakup, 
ablatlons, and veloclty gradients. 

The maln disadvantage associated wlth shaped 
charge accelerators Is the uncertainty of 
determining accurately the mass, shape, and 
density of the proJectlle being launched. 

Explosive Formed Projecti les 

~ Oetonitor 
c 

Explosive Booster 

Wave Sh|per 

i? 
~t / / / / / z l  F/ / f / f / /~ 

Fig. 12. Sketch of a 90 ° , hyperbolic l iner ,  
be-explosive shaped charge (Berus, 1968). 

The explosively formed pro ject i le  (EFP) evolved from the shaped charge. Where the shaped charge 
u t l l i zes  a metal l tner of e i ther cy l indr ical  or conical shape, whose angle can vary from 0 ° to 
90 °, the EFP l iner  is usually of a curved shape or wtde angle conical l iners usually ranging from 
1Z0 ° to 170°. The EFP uses the mechanism of explosively forming a metal l iner  into a single 
compact fragment, and projecting I t  wtth suf f ic ient  veloci ty to defeat armor at standoff distances 
up to 1000 c a l i b e r s .  Velocit ies approaching 3 km/sec have been achieved with EFP's. EFP includes 
devices known as the "P Charge," "NJsznay-Schardtn," "Ba l l i s t i c  Disc," "Mass Focus Warhead," 
"Implosion Fragment," "Self-Forglng Fragments," and others. The formation of the fragment takes 
place either by inverting the l iner ,  or by a process basical ly comparable to shaped charge Jet 
formation, but wtth l i t t l e  or no veloci ty gradient. A typical  EFP l iner  design is shown in Fig. 
13 (Herman, [977). Liner materials commonly used are copper, steel, tantalum, and depleted 
uranium. Current work has shown that an EFP l iner  can be formed into a slug with suf f lc lent  mass 
and veloci ty to defeat 185 mm of armor. The shape and veloci ty of EFP's are very sensitive to 
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Fig. 14. Radiographs of explosive formed 
steel projectiles (Herman, 1977). 

small changes in l iner design and local dimensions. The material properties, strength, and 
density of the l iner strongly affect the f inal shape of the slug. Materials of high density and 
high duct i l i ty  make effective l iner materials for EFP application. Softer materials converge 
easily on the axls, but are more susceptible to longitudinal stretching in response to velocity 
gradients. Typical projectiles formed from EFP's are shown in Fig. 14. These types of devices 
are very effective in penetrating relatively thick targets, and also generate large holes in 
targets. 

The main advantage of EFP's is the aerostable shape that can be produced. This allows them to be 
launched at standoff distances as great as IZ5 maters; also EFP's can readily be scaled (Herman, 
1977). Their disadvantage is that reproducibility of shape, mass, and density are sensitive to 
l iner geometry, and explosive loading techniques. There is an uncertainty in determining 
accurately the density of the projectile being launched. Note that thls is a common problem for 
explosively formed projectiles and jets. Also, EFP's can produce non-uniform density and 
asymmetric projectiles. 

Fragment and Microparticle Accelerators 

This type of accelerator is based on placing a 
continuous metal casing around an explosion 
charge. The casing is either internally or 
externally notched or is preformed to produce 
one discrete fragment size upon detonation. 
Fig. 15 i l lustrates typical designs of a notched 
and preformed accelerator. These types of 
accelerators are generally cylindrical in shape, 
but need not be; spherical, e l l i p t i ca l ,  or other 
shapes have been used. Fragment accelerators 
can be scaled. The performance parameters of 
fragment distribution masses and velocities are 
based on the mass-to-charge ratio (M/C), length- 
to-dla~ter ratios (L/O), explosive f11ler, and 
initiation condition. Fragment velocities up to 
2.5 km/sec can be achieved, and as was the case 
wlth the flyer plate accelerators, to achieve 
velocities of I to 2.5 km/sec, mass-to-charge 
ratios ranging from 0.I to 1,0 are needed 
{Walters, 1986). Types of initiations which are 
used are single end, center, dual end, triple 
{ends and center), and multlpolnt. In general, 
test results of cylindrical geometries indicate 
the following (Waggener, 1978): 

I n te rna ] ] y  Notched Stee! Case 

Preformed Case 

Fig. 15. Typical designs of a notched and 
preformed accelerator (Waggener, 1978). 
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Fragment velocity and ejection angles are smooth functions of positions along the 
accelerator. 

Varying the in i t iat ion technique significantly changes the polar distribution of 
fragment mass and velocity. 

Fragment velocities are approximately 10% greater for the internally notched cases 
than for the performed cases, for accelerators of similar M/C, L/D, and in i t ia t ion 
techniques. 

o Tests of explosive f i l l e rs  produced the following relative ranklngs in terms of 
abi l i ty to generate fragments, using Composition B as a standard: PBXN-3 (1.01), 
C-3 (I.00), Comp B (1.00), A-3 (1.00), PBXW-IO8 (o.g6), AFX-108 (o.g4). 

Mlcropartlcle Accelerator 

Thls type of accelerator was conceived for the 
production of mlcropartlcles for use in micro- 
meteoroid impact studies (Rlchards, 1960). 

The charge designs are essentially the same as 
those used to produce shaped charges, with the 
exception that a very thln br i t t le  11her must be 
used. Typical charge designs are shown in Fig. 
16, and are constructed of cast Iron with a 250 
micron thick wall. The technique has been used 
to accelerate clusters of 100 to 200 micron- 
sized partlcles to 10 km/sec using a 20 ° conlcal 
liner, and to 12 km/sec using a cylindrical 
liner. Masses from 10 -9 to 10 -2 g at velocltles 
up to 15 km/sec have been launched (Gehrlng, 
1960). The mlcroparticles are produced having 
l i t t l e  or no velocity gradient and the size 
distribution Is reproducible. The size 
distribution of the particles is determined by 
recovering in paraffin wax and measuring the 
diameter under a microscope. A similar charge 
Is then fired against a target, and a crater 
size distribution is determined by microscopic 
examination. A comparison of these two 
distributions defines the slze of particle which 
has produced a given crater. These designs can 
be scaled to produce somewhat larger sized 
particles; however, to the author's knowledge, 
there has never been a study of scaling 
limitation. 

Explosively Driven Gun 

This technique is based on converting a 
substantial portion of the chemical energy of an 
explosive to kinetic and internal energy of a 
gas. The energy densities In the gas are 
produced by a strong shock generated by the 
progressive collapse of a tube. Thls collapsed 
tube may be considered as a piston driving a 
gas. 

The concept of a single-stage, explosively 
driven launcher is i l lus t ra ted tn Fig. 17. A 
thin-walled, metal tube containing the driver 
gas ts surrounded by a chemical explosive. 
After initiation of the explosive, the 
detonation wave accelerates the tube wall 
towards the axis, sealing the tube and forming a 
conlcal-shaped piston. The motion of the piston 

Liner: Cast Iron Liner: Cast Iron 
ZO" Cone O" Cylinder 
O.2~waIl O.ZSmWa11 
lO km/sec lZ km/soc 

Fig. 16. Charge designs for mlcroparticle 
acceleration. 
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Reservoir Begtns to Dre.k Up ~ ~  
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Fig. 17. Operation of a slngle-stage 
explosively driven launcher {Watson, 1970). 
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generates a strong shock wave in the driver gas, creating a high enthalpy gas. A barrel coupled 
to the exploslve driver houses the projectile. The reservoir of high enthalpy gas is expanded to 
accelerate the projectile. 

The length of shocked gas generated by the explosive driver is usually limited to less than 10 
tube diameters to preclude effects of boundary-layer growth or pressure tube expansion. With the 
single-stage gun system, saboted lithlum-magneslum models up to 4.5 in. diameter have been 
launched to 4.8 km/sec (Watson, 1970). Also, McCall reported a method for producing shockless 
acceleration of a I gm disk to predicted velocities of 20 km/sec using a driver containing a 1 
kilogram of explosive (McCa11, 1984). Basically, the system consists of a two-component explosive 
lens for producing higher phase velocities than the detonation velocity of a slngIe lens driver. 
The shock wave produced by the collapse of a nickel cyllnder travels through a cavity of foam or 
air to produce a forcing function that does not fracture 
the disk. To date, performance data have not been published. 

Two-stage explosive gun concepts for accelerating small projectiles to velocities in excess of 10 
km/sec were conceived in the late 1960's. The f i rs t  stage is the standard linear gun described 
earlier. The second stage is formed by an explosive lens which collapses the barrel behind the 
accelerating projectile. With this type of system, a 2 gm cylindrical projectile was accelerated 
to 12.2 km/sec. Currently this type of system is limited to the 12.2 km/sec of unsteady, 
turbulent boundary layer developed behind the projectile, from the formation of the second-stage 
piston. Perhaps additional work can overcome thls limitation. 

The inherent high sound speed in l ight gases 
(especlally, high temperature light gases) has 
been used to achieve high launch velocities in a 
conical gas ejector, as shown in Fig. 18. A 
high exploslve charge surrounding a metal liner 
is initiated from the end to produce a shaped- 
charge effect; the cone angle of the collapsing 
liner is too low for the metal to form a Jet, 
but produces a "piston velocity" in excess of 20 
km/sec, accelerating hydrogen or helium gas. 
This gas Is then used to accelerate a 
projectile. Velocities of 7 km/sec have been 
obtained for intact projectiles and g km/sec for 
projectlles broken in two or three pieces 
(Moore, 1965). 

Hybrid concepts have been advanced that coupled 
explosive drivers with a two-stage light gas 

Shock Att lnualJn I 
f ~ t e r l l |  YQt41 Liner 

r GaS (noem11¥ 
V ~  ~ ' ~ J l ~  / hydrogen or Ml~um)Olaphrag m 

. Axis 

MIIil ~rPe l  

Fig. 18. Conical gas ejector (Moore, 1965). 

gun. Baslcally, the light gas gun is augmented by the in i t iat ion of a series of explosive drivers 
which inject a very highly heated light gas gun into the pump tube through which the piston 
travels. The heated gas collected in the pump tube is compressed by the piston and applied to the 
base of the projectile. Although these concepts can, in theory, deliver exceptional performance, 
they are fraught with massive engineering problems and need further development. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

To summarize, the following general observations are made about explosive accelerators: 

Explosive shaped charge accelerators currently are capable of launching discrete 
projectiles up to 16.5 km/sec. However, the type of projectiles formed is thin long 
rods of L/D = 3 to 30 whose density mass and shape are not well defined. Useful 
integral projectiles of one gram or greater can readily be formed at velocities 
ranging from 3 to 12 km/sec, with the same 11mitations. 

I t  is possible to develop accelerators that wi l l  launch discrete projectiles in 
excess of 20 km/sec. To accomplish this, additlonal research and development is 
needed. Candidate designs to achieve this objective are inhibited shaped charges 
using cylindrical or conical bl-metallic liners wlth well controlled physical and 
metallurgical properties, coupled with advanced bl-explosive materials, with or 
without wave shapers. 

o Current explosive accelerators have a limited capability for f ir ing projectiles with 
variable shape and density. 
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Explosive accelerators using the shaped charge principle ( i .e . ,  shaped charges and 
explosively formed projectiles) are very effective in penetrating relat ively thick 
targets and generating large holes in thick or thin targets. A disadvantage of the 
type of acceleration is the uncertainty of determining accurately the mass, shape, 
and density of the projecti le being launched. However, this can be somewhat 
overcome through the use of advanced computational methods combined with experiments 
to arrive at designs that produce projectiles with consistent properties. 

Most of these accelerators need short standoff distances, thereby requiring the 
placement of a blast deflector between charge and target, in order to test 
relat ively fragile targets. 

Even though explosive guns have accelerated projectiles up to 12 km/sec in the past, 
they cannot do this rel iably. Other gun accelerators ( i .e . ,  l ight  gas guns and 
electromagnetic guns) currently being used and under development w i l l  approach these 
velocities more readily. 

Until other launcher technologies are fu l l y  developed, explosive accelerators offer 
now the capability of testing and generating an impact data base at velocit ies 
greater than I0 km/sec. 

Through scaling, explosive accelerators can generate a wide variety of masses and 
velocit ies. The l imits of scaling are determined by the minimum dimensions of the 
projecti le that can be integrally accelerated, the mass-to-charge ratio (M/C), and 
the minimum thickness of the metal l iner that w i l l  form a jet in a shaped charge 
design. Geometric scaling applies. The upper l imits are defined by explosivp 
wpiqht~. ~h~ir~tion 1~mitetion~. and avai lab i l i ty  of m~t~rlal~ ~nd rost. 
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